Herz to Talk on "Book of Galt" Friday, May 10
Professor John Herz will deliver a lecture, "The Book of Galt," to the Government Department and Political Science Department at 4:30 p.m. Thursday in the Smartt Auditorium. The lecture, "The Book of Galt," will be held in conjunction with the annual awards ceremony for students in political science.

Mrs. H. Boarwright Visits House Sings for Kennedys
Following a State Dinner given by President and Mrs. Kennedy for the Grand Dukes of Luxembourg at the White House on April 30, Mrs. H. Boarwright, soprano and lecturer in music at Connecticut College, took part in a program of Elizabethan music and was presented by Basil Rathbone and the Court Players under the direction of Sidney Beck. The Court Players, a group of six instrumentalists, represent the typical offstage "band" of Elizabethan days. Instruments used were the treble and bass viols, falset, viols, pandora and pandora and other old and outmoded instruments.

Mr. White to Thrill Audience With Simple, Versatile Style
The celebrated folk singer, Mr. White, will be on campus as part of Spring Weekend. He is scheduled to perform on Sunday, May 5, at 2:00 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium. Mr. White has been studying "The Effect of American Folk Music on the South-Western World," and he is expected to perform in a folk style, using a simple but versatile style that he uses in his performances.

Senior Gall Ilsløy To Receive Grant
Miss Gall Ilsløy, a senior at the University of Oregon, is one of twelve New England college students to be honored by the Connecticut Valley Section of the American Chemical Society. Miss Ilsløy's outstanding record as a chemistry major brought her the nomination for the award by the chemistry department. In recognition of outstanding achievement in the fields of chemistry and chemical engineering, the award includes a membership in the American Chemical Society, a subscription to a scientific journal, and a stipend of $100.00 to the university of Oregon.

For Dance Students
Tickets for Sunday's performances are available through the Connecticut College Box Office. Tickets are $1.00 to dance, $.50 to attend.

Alvin Alvey to Give Class on Saturday for Dance Students
Alvin Alvey has agreed to stay on campus after the Junior Prom on Friday night, in order to teach a master class on Saturday morning for Dance Department students. Alvin Alvey, a well-known dancer and teacher, will be on campus to teach a master class on Saturday morning. He will be available to answer questions and give advice to the students.

President Shain, Two Seniors To Speak at Honors Assembly
The annual Awards Assembly will be held in Palmer Auditorium on May 9 at 9:00 a.m. for students who have excelled in various fields of undergraduate study. President Shain will announce the first recipient of the Honors Program's most distinguished awards for four-year membership in the Connecticut College Choir.

The ceremony is only one as part of the assembly. Students who attend will also gain insight into some of the dimensions and rewards of individual and groups study.

President Shain will open the program with a talk concerning the value and nature of scholarship. The other speakers for the afternoon will be two distinguished scholars. Professor herz is completing her college education in three years. She is carrying on with her post-graduate teaching in the universities of Freiburg, Heidelberg, and other old and outmoded instruments.

Sarah Falle is completing her honors program in sociology. She has just presented her "The Effect of Nitrogen Mustard on the Plasma Cell" at the American Association of University Professors, of which she is first vice-president. Miss Falle's contributions are recognized throughout the western world as a versatile craftsman. Her teaching in the Schools of Pizzi Gillespie. Miss gall is completing her college education in three years. She is carrying on with her post-graduate teaching in the universities of Freiburg, Heidelberg, and other old and outmoded instruments.
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In Praise

It is a pleasurable, if rare, experience to use this editorial space as a vehicle of praise and commendation. As the mid-year challenge has passed, all of us are looking back in reflection on the year that has passed. As we reflect, there may be a tendency to criticize and perhaps a desire to forget the many things that were done well. However, we should not be swayed from our positive conclusions about the year that has just ended. We are, after all, here to learn and grow, and it is important to recognize the progress that has been made.

We would like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation to all of the faculty members who have worked so hard to make this year a success. We also wish to thank all of the students who have contributed to the success of the college. We are particularly grateful to those who have been willing to take on leadership roles and to those who have worked hard to make the college a better place to learn and live.

We are aware that there are many challenges that lie ahead, but we are confident that with the support of all of you, we will be able to meet them. We are looking forward to a new year filled with opportunities for growth and learning. We wish all of you the best of luck in the future.

We are grateful to have been able to work with you this year, and we look forward to continuing our work together in the future.

Renny Harrigan '63
Students Enjoy New Course
In Field of Radiation Biology

Radiation biology is one of the most interesting courses added to the Connecticut College curriculum this year. To provide for the necessary laboratory equipment, a new room was secured from the Atomic Energy Commission. The lab for this course, which was remodeled from the old home economics lab, is on the fourth floor of New London Hall. There remains one old-fashioned, pipetted dish washer and a few new crude counters to remind students of the one-time major at Connecticut College. To replace the rolling pins and pie tins, the lab is now equipped with six Get-r-Mueller, Scintillation, and Flow Counters (machines used to detect and count amounts of radioactivity), plus other special equipment needed for the experiments conducted.

Although the amount of radioactivity present in the laboratory is low, many precautions are taken. Many of these safety procedures are regulations of the Atomic Energy Commission. The amount of activity each student is exposed to must be recorded for the files. The commission, however, will do any work for students.

The new, student-constructed lab is equipped for radioactive material. Disposal plastic gloves and plastic aprons are worn whenever one is working directly with radioactive material. Students spent the first part of the course this year in learning how to operate the machinery and the principles on which it worked. Biologically, the course dealt with effects of radioactive material on injected rats, emphasizing organ distribution of radioactive material as well as biological damage caused. Chemical distribution has also been studied.

Although the course is new, it has a promising future. By next year the lab should be equipped with an X-ray machine and darkroom. There is a possibility that the course will be offered both semesters next year, first semester for area people and second semester for college students. The facilities are not limited only to the radiation classes; other zoology courses are utilizing the equipment, and next year it will be available for individual studies.

Cabinet Proposes
Revision in Hours;
Deans to Examine

At a meeting on Wednesday, May 1, Cabinet unanimously passed a motion to extend hours to 12:30 on Friday nights for all but first-semester freshmen and to 3:30 on Sunday nights on a trial basis for seniors. Before this proposal can go into effect, however, it must be submitted to the Administration for consideration. Cabinet undertook a discussion of extended hours in answer to student requests. All members of Cabinet agreed that the Friday night extension was a legitimate request, except in the case of first-semester freshmen. Cabinet decided that the first semester represents a period of adjustment and merits more social restriction.

As for the Saturday night extension, there were some points of contention, many of them based on the practical difficulty of admitting students after 1:30. Cabinet thought that it would not be feasible to ask receptionists to remain an extra hour on Saturday nights. The idea giving keys to their dormitories was considered impractical. It was finally decided that girls coming in after 1:30 would be admitted by the campus police.

Many differences of opinion at the meeting centered around the question of whether extended Sat-
urday night hours should be a senior privilege or, indeed, if the idea of senior privileges was feasible. See "Cabinet"—Page 4
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★ Air Tickets
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KLINGERMAN
Travel, Inc.
11 Bank St., New London
Phone GI 2-2655
For the Best in Travel Service

CARWIN'S
Fashions in Footwear
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Shoe Care Services

PACIFIC
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For free booklet on care of your silver and name of your nearest dealer, write Dept. "C".
Dore Ashton Lectures on Art; Surveys History of Symbolism

by Ellen R. Corson

Last Thursday evening in Palmer Auditorium, Dore Ashton, a noted critic of contemporary art, gave the Joseph Henry Laden Memorial Lecture. Miss Ashton surveyed the history of symbolism in painting from the middle of the 19th century, complementing her lecture with some interesting parallels in philosophy and literature. Although she had little to say about the symbolism of knowledge, Miss Ashton was unfortunately not well prepared to develop her topic. Despite her efforts, her lecture had several points of interest. Her point about the symbolism of knowledge was well made, but she gave little attention to the symbolism of knowledge itself. She also gave too little attention to the symbolism of knowledge in literature. In spite of its faults, however, the lecture was often interesting and well delivered. Miss Ashton is a charming though frequently inaccessible speaker. It is regrettable that when an important lecture is given on Saturday night, the microphones cannot be adjusted so that the audience will not have strain to catch every word.

Cabinet
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